ENHANCED COMMUNICATION

BUZZ is an Australian designed and award nominated Visual

Installation is simple and requires only a hex key. Conveniently

any open plan area, ensures users create and collaborate.

later use when required.

Communication product. Bold design with real presence in

Agile teams require members to be conversant with the issues
and the solutions. Everyone has an input ...and often that input
can be best expressed visually.

When everyone has an input towards a
solution we call it a ‘Visual Democracy’
The four legs of BUZZ suggest movement. Large soft gliding
castors are semi recessed and ideal for hard and soft
surfaces. The legs can be folded flat for convenient storage.

Double sided vitreous and magnetic receptive enamel writing

panels (1180 x 1110mm) are supplied with a 25 year writing
warranty. Functional design is always a prime consideration so
a removeable magnetic pen shelf (480mm) is also supplied.

this is supplied and stored in the middle barrel of BUZZ for

Closer inspection of the middle section reveals a unique barrel
mechanism with an impressive moulded inter locking system.

B U Z Z is available in a fixed colour palette. Powder coated
orange aluminium frame (RAL 2004) with a complimentary

dark charcoal (Pantone 433) supplied for the durable

aluminium legs (3mm wall thickness). The orange frame offers
a visual beacon to team members.

The design of BUZZ ensures a focal collaboration point for
teams is established. BUZZ is where things get done. Create

insights, discuss divergent ideas, highlight solutions, create
better outcomes.

There’s now a real energy and BUZZ happening in meeting
spaces around the world... join the conversation.

B U Z Z

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

SURFACE

Double sided vitreous enamel steel 0.5mm magnetic dry erase whiteboard

FRAME

Aluminium powder coated RAL2004 orange, 40mm deep with 5mm lip

CORE

MDF and honeycomb plate, solid internal frame surround 80mm x 27mm

BARREL

85mm diameter barrel locking system to articulate legs

LEG LOCK

Legs fold flat for storage using key housed in barrel cavity

LEGS

Aluminium powder coated Pantone® 433

WHEELS

Easy glide PU non-marking Ø117 mm

PEN SHELF

Magnetic, aluminium, powder coated Pantone® 433

WARRANTY

25 year writing surface, 5 year mechanism warranty
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